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Abstract—Color image demosaicking is an important issue
in color image acquisition procedures. Most of the existing
demosaicking methods reduce the artifacts at the price of the
high computational cost posterior processing. In this paper, we
propose a more effective demosaicking algorithm. The proposed
method improves the demosaicked image’s qualities only by
interpolation, rather than posterior processing. In order to avoid
the propagation of errors occurred during the green channel
reconstruction, we interpolate the red and blue channels by the
original samples to the greatest extent. The experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm yields better demosaicking
images as compared with a number of typical demosaicking
algorithms. Furthermore, the computational cost of the proposed
method is lower.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce cost and size, most digital cameras use
a single sensor (CCD or CMOS) whose surface is covered
by a color filter array (CFA), such as Bayer pattern CFA [1]
shown in Figure 1, so that each sensor samples one of the three
primary color values. To render a full-color image, the missing
color values have to be estimated from neighboring available
ones. This process is usually called color image demosaicking
(or demosaicing), because the original samples are usually
arranged in a mosaic pattern. The goal of demosaicking is
to reconstruct an image so that it can be as close to the
original full-resolution color image as possible. Meanwhile
the computational cost needs to be kept low for the reason
of being cost effective in practical applications.

Since all color channels have very similar characteristics
in natural images, such as texture and edge location, there
is a strong local inter-channel correlation [3] [6] [10]. This
inter-channel correlation is generally exploited by assumption
that the differences between two values in two color channels
are likely to be constant within a local image region [10]
[11] [12]. And a number of demosaicking methods based
on this assumption were proposed. A comprehensive survey
of demosaicking method is available in [9]. Most of the
algorithms usually consist of three steps. Step 1, green channel
is interpolated by utilizing the neighboring samples. Step 2,
the red and blue channels are interpolated by the benefit of
the estimated green channel and the inter-channel correlation.
Obviously, the accuracy of step 1 is critical to the overall
performance because of notorious error propagation. Step 3, a
postprocessing is followed to suppress the artifacts caused by
interpolation error.

In view of the importance of green channel estimate, sig-
nificant efforts have been devoted to improve the accuracy of
green channel interpolation [2]- [8], [10]- [20]. The common
strategy for green channel estimate is that two or more values
are computed by first or second order interpolation, then the
weighted average or one of them is taken as the estimate based
on various criteria [10] [15] [16] [18].

Traditionally, based on the interpolated full-resolution green
channel, the red and blue channels are estimated [10] [13]
[18]. Specifically, color-differences of between red and blue
channels to the green one, instead of the red and blue channels
themselves, are interpolated based on the full-resolution green
channel and the down-sampled red and blue channels; then the
green channel is simply added back to the interpolated color
differences for recovering red and blue channels. Despite the
popularity of this method, it has a fundamental weakness of
error propagation - any errors rendered during the interpolation
of the green channel would inevitably propagate to the red and
blue channels.

In order to suppress the annoying artifacts caused by in-
terpolation error, many researchers resort to postprocessing.
Most of the postprocessing methods smooth color differences
between two channels of the demosaicked image to enhance
the inter-channel correlation [5] [6] [11] [20]. Recently, regu-
larization based on non-local technique was applied to demo-
saicked image spatially [14] [15]. Researchers have pointed
out that the previous kind of method fails in images with
low inter-channel correlation and high saturation, even results
in annoying artifacts [9] [15]. Although the non-local regu-
larization method could partially overcome the faults of the
previous method, it substantially increases the computational
cost, which can hardly be satisfied by the consumer portable
cameras. We have to find the best tradeoff between image
quality and computational cost.

In view of the above discussion, we aim to improve the
interpolation accuracy and suppress the artifacts by modifying
the interpolation steps, rather than the postprocessing.In terms
of green channel interpolation, we compute the six values
of color difference of between green channel and red(blue)
channel by inter-channel and intra-channel correlation. Then
we take the weighted average of them as the estimate of the
color difference, and the estimate of green value is obtained
by adding the red(blue) pixel value. In order to avoid the error
propagation of the estimated green channel, we interpolate the



Fig. 1. Bayer pattern.

red and blue channels by the original samples as much as
we can. Specifically, we first estimate red and blue values at
green pixels by the weighted average of several directional
interpolations which are computed by neighboring original
samples. Then, the red(blue) values at blue(red) pixels are
estimated by the available values including the estimated and
original values.

This paper is organized as follows : Section II is devoted
to the proposed demosaicking method in details. Some exper-
imental results are demonstrated in Section III to present the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Conclusions are stated
in Section IV.

II. THE PROPOSED DEMOSAICKING ALGORITHM

For the sake of reference, we use (i, j) to denote the
spatial coordinate, and use C and Ĉ to denote the origi-
nal and reconstructed values. We assume that the original
samples are R at (i = odd, j = even), G at (i =
odd, j = odd) and (i = even, j = even), and B at
(i = even, j = odd), where R,G and B are the abbrevi-
ations of red, green and blue. Moreover, we use v(i,j) =
|C(i+1,j) ! C(i!1,j)|, h(i,j) = |C(i,j+1) ! C(i,j!1)|, d1(i,j) =
|C(i!1,j!1) ! C(i+1,j+1)|, d2(i,j) = |C(i!1,j+1) ! C(i+1,j!1)|
to measure the local gradient along vertical, horizontal and
two oblique directions at location (i, j)(see Figure 1).

A. Interpolation of green Channel

Instead of estimating the missing green value directly, we
first compute color difference between the green channel and
the red(or blue) one at pixel (i, j) along four directions: up(u),
down(d), left(l) and right(r) by using inter-channel correlation.

GCu = G(i!1,j) !
1

2
(C(i!2,j) + C(i,j))

GCd = G(i+1,j) !
1

2
(C(i+2,j) + C(i,j))

GCl = G(i,j!1) !
1

2
(C(i,j!2) + C(i,j))

GCr = G(i,j+1) !
1

2
(C(i,j+2) + C(i,j))

In [15], Zhang et al took the weighted sum of the above
four values as the color difference estimate of GC(i,j) =
G(i,j)!C(i,j)(C = R or B). Here, we propose a new strategy

to estimate GC(i,j). Besides the above four values, we com-
pute another two values along horizontal(h) and vertical(v)
directions which make use of intra-channel correlation.

GCh =
1

2
(G(i,j+1) +G(i,j!1))! C(i,j)

GCv =
1

2
(G(i+1,j) +G(i!1,j))! C(i,j)

The value of GC(i,j) is computed by the weighted average of
the above six values

ĜC(i,j) =
1

S
(wuGCu + wdGCd + wlGCl

+wrGCr + whGCh + wvGCv) (1)

where S = wu +wd +wl +wr +wh +wv . Then the value of
Ĝ(i,j) can be obtained by Ĝ(i,j) = ĜC(i,j)+C(i,j). Obviously,
it is critical to compute the weights of (1) properly. Intuitively,
these weights should relate to the local gradient(smoothness).
There are a number of formulae to compute the weights [15]
[18]. Here, we use the following formulae.

wh =
1

!+H(i,j) +
1
2 (h(i,j!1) + h(i,j+1))

wv =
1

!+H(i, j) + 1
2 (v(i!1,j) + v(i+1,j))

wu =
1

!+ |GCu !GCv|+ V(i!1,j)

wd =
1

!+ |GCd !GCv|+ V(i+1,j)

wl =
1

!+ |GCl !GCh|+H(i,j!1)

wr =
1

!+ |GCr !GCh|+ V(i,j+1)

where V(i,j) = v(i,j)+
1
2 (v(i,j!1)+v(i,j+1)), H(i,j) = h(i,j)+

1
2 (h(i!1,j)+h(i+1,j)), ! > 0 is a user-specified small positive
number to avoid the denominator being zero. In this paper, we
let ! = 0.1.

B. Interpolation of red / blue Channel

The interpolation of red and blue channels includes two sub-
steps: 1) filling the missing red and blue values at green pixels,
2) interpolating the missing red values at blue pixels and vice
versa. In order to reduce error propagation, we interpolate
the red and blue channels by using original samples as far
as possible. Since the samples of red and blue channels are
symmetric, in the following we only discuss the interpolation
of red channel. We first focus on the estimate of the red
missing values at green pixels. Here, we only give the concrete
interpolation formulae for the red values at (i = odd, j =
odd), and the interpolation formulae at (i = even, j = even)
can be obtained similarly by a 90" rotation. We first compute
seven color differences of red channel to the green one at (i, j)



Fig. 2. Test images (image 1 to image 18, enumerated from left to right and
top to bottom).

RGlu =
1

2
(R(i!2,j!1) +R(i,j!1))!G(i!1,j!1)

RGld =
1

2
(R(i+2,j!1) +R(i,j!1))!G(i+1,j!1)

RGrd =
1

2
(R(i+2,j+1) +R(i,j+1))!G(i+1,j+1)

RGru =
1

2
(R(i!2,j+1) +R(i,j+1))!G(i!1,j+1)

RGhr = R(i,j+1) !
1

2
(G(i,j) +G(i,j+2))

RGhl = R(i,j!1) !
1

2
(G(i,j) +G(i,j!2))

RGhc = R(i,j) !
1

2
(G(i,j!1) +G(i,j+1))

The estimate of RG(i,j) = R(i,j) !G(i,j) is computed by the
weighted sum of the above seven values

R̂G(i,j) =
1

S
(wluRGlu + wldRGld + wrdRGrd +

wruRGru + whrRGhr + whlRGhl + whcRGhc) (2)

Where S = wlu+wld+wrd+wru+whl+whr+wvl+wvr+
whc. We can obtain R(i,j) by R̂(i,j) = R̂G(i,j) + G(i,j). The
weights of (2) are computed by the following formulae

wlu =
1

!+ V (i! 1, i! 1) + |G(i,j) !G(i!1,j!1)|

wld =
1

!+ V (i+ 1, i! 1) + |G(i,j) !G(i+1,j!1)|

wru =
1

!+ V (i! 1, j + 1) + |G(i,j) !G(i!1,j+1)|

wrd =
1

!+ V (i+ 1, j + 1) + |G(i,j) !G(i+1,j+1)|

whr =
1

!+H(i, j + 1) + |R(i,j+1) !R(i,j!1)|

whl =
1

!+H(i, j ! 1) + |R(i,j+1) !R(i,j!1)|

whc =
1

!+H(i, j) + 1
2 (h(i,j+1) + h(i,j!1))

Next we compute the red value at blue pixel (i = even, j =
odd) by available values. Similarly, we compute the color
difference R̂G(i,j) between the red channel and the green one

TABLE I
CPSNR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF VARIOUS

DEMOSAICKING METHODS.

Img [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Proposed
1 28.17 24.96 27.03 26.93 27.54 28.91 29.12
2 33.92 32.12 33.70 33.63 34.12 35.00 34.95
3 30.51 31.35 32.65 32.20 32.28 32.45 32.64
4 32.92 33.57 34.40 34.14 34.22 35.76 36.74
5 32.81 29.09 31.35 31.27 32.02 33.86 34.04
6 36.41 31.01 33.80 33.75 35.08 37.97 37.79
7 33.93 37.55 38.67 37.25 36.90 35.83 35.47
8 35.95 36.84 37.52 37.68 37.17 37.43 37.46
9 35.92 32.62 34.38 34.40 35.63 37.11 37.56

10 37.49 35.18 36.38 36.44 37.32 38.63 38.58
11 38.45 36.21 37.24 37.00 38.16 39.58 39.61
12 37.30 36.04 36.63 36.53 37.81 38.85 38.39
13 39.70 37.95 38.80 38.56 39.80 40.75 40.96
14 37.70 36.53 37.27 37.10 37.74 38.63 38.79
15 38.19 36.56 37.26 37.03 37.90 38.95 39.22
16 32.71 28.42 30.44 30.11 31.17 33.64 33.97
17 31.96 26.83 29.35 29.41 30.54 32.74 33.02
18 33.87 32.51 33.86 33.63 34.13 35.20 35.74

Avg 34.88 33.07 34.49 34.28 34.97 36.18 36.34

at blue pixel by

R̂G(i,j) =
1

S
(wluR̂G

lu
+ wuR̂G

u
+ wruR̂G

ru
+ wlR̂G

l

+wrR̂G
r
+ wldR̂G

ld
+ wdR̂G

d
+ wrdR̂G

rd
) (3)

where S = wlu + wu + wu + wru + wru + wl + wr +
wld + wd + wrd, RGlu = R(i!1,j!1) ! Ĝ(i!1,j!1), RGu =
R̂(i!1,j)!G(i!1,j), RGru = R(i!1,j+1)! Ĝ(i!1,j+1), RGl =
R̂(i,j!1) ! G(i,j!1), RGr = R̂(i,j+1) ! G(i,j+1), RGld =
R(i+1,j!1)! Ĝ(i+1,j!1), RGd = R̂(i+1,j)!G(i+1,j), RGrd =
R(i+1,j+1)! Ĝ(i+1,j+1), and the weights of (3) are computed
by the following formulae.

wlu =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i!1,j!1)|+ d1(i!1,j!1) + d1(i,j)

wu =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i!1,j)|+ v(i,j) + v(i!1,j)

wru =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i!1,j+1)|+ d2(i!1,j+1) + d2(i,j)

wl =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i,j!1)|+ h(i,j) + h(i,j!1)

wr =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i,j+1)|+ h(i,j) + h(i,j+1)

wld =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i+1,j!1)|+ d2(i+1,j!1) + d2(i,j)

wd =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i+1,j)|+ v(i,j) + v(i+1,j)

wrd =
1

!+ |G(i,j) !G(i+1,j+1)|+ d1(i+1,j+1) + d1(i,j)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of our algorithm by comparing
it with six representative algorithms in the literature [10]- [15].



In our experiments, we use the McMaster dataset established
by Zhang [21] as tested images. In image demosaicking field,
the Kodak color image dataset was widely used as a standard
dataset in the past. Because the inter-channel correlation of the
Kodak images is very high, which is very different from other
natural images [9], researchers started to use the McMaster
dataset as the tested images [14] [15].

Without the postprocessing, the computational cost of our
proposed method is lower than most of the methods in the
literature. Let M and N denote the height and width of the
image. The computational cost of the proposed demosaicking
method is about 60MN operation. The computational cost of
the self-similarity driven (SSD) method proposed by Buades
et al. [14] is about 2109MN , and the computational cost of
the non-local adaptive thresholding(NAT) method proposed by
Zhang et al. in [15] is much higher than the SSD method.

Color peak signal-noise ratio(CPSNR) evaluation(see Ta-
ble I) is usually used to measure the deviation between two
color images in color image processing. Here, we used CP-
SNR to measure the demosaicking quality and assess various
demosaicking methods. CPSNR is defined as

CPSNR = 10log10(
2552

CMSE
) (4)

where CMSE = 1
3MN

!
p=r,g,b

!
i,j
(û(i, j, p)! u(i, j, p))2, and

û is the demosaicked image and u the original.
Table I tabulates the CPSNR performance of different

demosaicing algorithms(the highest CPSNR value in each row
is highlighted in bold). It can be observed that our algorithm
achieves the best CPSNR performance in most of the images
and the best mean performance among the tested algorithms.

To assess the visual quality of different demosaicking al-
gorithms, in Figures 3 and 4 we present two challenging
regions for demosaicking cropped from image 1 and image
16 respectively, and the results obtained by several typical
demosaikcing methods. It is clear that the proposed method
and the NAT method yield much better results than the other
methods. And in terms of the tested images, we can hardly
find distinct visual difference between the NAT method and
the proposed method. However, the computational cost of
our method is much lower than the NAT method. Generally
speaking, the proposed method is much better than the other
methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a powerful and efficient de-
mosaicking method. We efficiently balanced the inter-channel
correlation and the intra-channel correlation in our demosaick-
ing algorithm. The proposed algorithm is able to suppress
the error propagation in demosaicking procedure and preserve
much more image edges. Compared with a number of typical
methods in the literature, the proposed algorithm is able to
produce better demosaicking results, and reduce the artifacts.
Furthermore, the computational cost of the proposed method
is much lower.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)
Fig. 3. Visual comparison: (a) original image 1 and demosaicked images (b)
by [10];(c) by [11]; (d) by [12]; (e) by [13]; (f) [14]; (g) by [15]; and (h) by
the proposed algorithm.



(a) (b)

(c) (c)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)
Fig. 4. Visual comparison: (a) original image 16 and demosaicked images
(b) by [10];(c) by [11]; (d) by [12]; (e) by [13]; (f) [14]; (g) by [15]; and (h)
by the proposed algorithm.
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